
F A C T  S H E E T

Added in-crop flexibility and annual ryegrass control
Use a new mode of action in conjunction with complementary herbicides to control 
annual ryegrass and many other weeds in LibertyLink® canola crops, manage 
resistance issues and reduce ongoing weed pressure in the paddock. 

	■ A new herbicide mode of action for Australian broadacre 
cropping 

	■ Control of annual ryegrass and other key weeds

	■ Reduces resistance issues and selection pressure on  
other modes of action

	■ Helps maximise the profitability of canola crops

	■ Use as part of existing herbicide programs with great  
plantback flexibility

	■ Control of volunteer canola, and cereals

Improved control of glyphosate-resistant ARG

Photos taken 17 days after the second of the two sequential Liberty Herbicide 
applications, 13 days apart, at the 2020 Wagga demonstration trial site where  
ARG samples showed a moderate level of glyphosate resistance.

InVigor LT crop 
1. Liberty 2 L/ha 

+ atrazine + clethodim  

2. Liberty 2 L/ha

Glyphosate
Roundup Ready* 

Plantshield* @ 900g/ha

InVigor LR crop 
1. Liberty 2 L/ha 

+ clethodim  

2. Liberty 2 L/ha

Weed registrations
Control of annual ryegrass and  
27 other grass and broadleaf weeds, 
and suppression of wild radish

Herbicide MOA group
Group 10  
(previously Group N)

Active ingredient
Glufosinate-ammonium

Application method
Ground boom spray only

Application rates
1.5–3 L/ha

Plantbacks
14 days: cereals, pulses, oilseeds

EXCLUSIVELY FOR USE IN 
LIBERTYLINK CANOLA
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ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS 

This fact sheet is intended as general advice. The information submitted in this 
publication is based on current BASF knowledge and experience. In view of the 
many factors that may affect its application, this data does not relieve the user 
from carrying out their own tests. The data does not imply assurance of certain 
properties or of suitability for a specific purpose. It is the responsibility of the user to 
ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.  
© Copyright BASF 2021 ® Registered trademark of BASF * Registered trademark

For more information on Liberty, visit crop-solutions.basf.com.au or contact your  
local BASF representative on 1800 558 399

Rates

Method
Liberty is a contact herbicide with very limited systemic activity, so 
good coverage of target weeds is essential. 

Use sufficient water to ensure thorough and even spray coverage 
of the entire target weed – a minimum of 80 L water/ha and higher 
water rates for larger weeds or dense populations. Consider using 
twin-jet nozzles.

Best results are achieved by spraying in mild (at least 10ºC),  
sunny conditions. 

Make the second Liberty spray pass in the opposite direction to 
the first. This will increase spray coverage by reducing the impact 
of crop shading.

Resistance management
Liberty has a Group 10 (Group N) mode of action and belongs to 
the phosphinic acid group of herbicides. No resistance to Group 
10 chemistry has been reported in Australian broadacre cropping, 
but it is important to use Liberty in rotation with herbicides from 
other mode-of-action groups as part of an IWM strategy. CropLife 
resistance management strategies are available from BASF sales 
representatives and at www.croplife.com.au.

How and when to use Liberty Herbicide

Annual ryegrass
2 or 3 L/ha in sequential applications 
7–14 days apart

27 other weeds
1.5 L/ha in sequential applications 
7–14 days apart

Wild radish  
(suppression)

3 L/ha in sequential applications  
7–14 days apart

Suggested spray programs

Glyphosate  
or paraquat 
1st knock

Paraquat  
2nd knock  
+ pre-em

Atrazine
Clethodim

+ Liberty Liberty

7–14 DAYS

On Liberty triazine (LT) tolerant canola On Liberty TruFlex (LR) tolerant canola

7–14 
DAYS 

APART

First spray direction Second spray direction

7–14 DAYS

Roundup 
Ready

Roundup Ready

+ Liberty Liberty
Glyphosate  
or paraquat 
1st knock

Paraquat
2nd knock
+ pre-em

Maintain the highest levels of 
grass weed control. Visit  
crop-solutions.basf.com.au  
or call 1800 558 399.

 
A P P L I C A T I O N 
T E C H N O T E

Getting the best out of Luximax
Most of the application guidelines for Luximax are very similar to those for the other 
modern premium pre-emergent grass herbicides used in wheat. The notable exception 
is that the crop should be sown at least 3 cm deep following the application of Luximax. 

To get the best out of Luximax follow these 5 key steps or check  
the short application videos by scanning this code with your phone camera.

      Manage 
stubble  
and weed 
cover

Like other pre-emergent herbicides, Luximax can bind to green  
plant material and organic matter that blocks its passage to the soil.

 ■ Make sure stubble and other ground cover is under 50%

 ■ Use a knockdown herbicide to control emerged weeds pre-sowing

 ■ Avoid use of planting equipment or techniques that result in stubble drag during the 
planting operation

 Ensure  
thorough,  
even 
coverage

Optimum weed control is achieved when Luximax is applied evenly to uncultivated 
moist soil, free of clods and heavy trash residues.

 ■ Don’t cultivate the soil and make sure it’s not cloddy or ridged

 ■ Use the full label rate in at least 70 L water/ha – with a MEDIUM spray quality

 Use knife 
points and 
press wheels 
at an 
appropriate 
speed

Ensure treated soil is removed from the planting row without throwing it into the 
adjacent furrow. 

 ■ Luximax is only registered for application with knife points and press wheels 
because they ensure treated soil is removed from the planting row and minimise 
furrow collapse directly above the seed

 ■ Keep the seeder at a slow, steady speed that won’t throw treated soil into an 
adjacent planting row

 Sow to  
a safe 
depth

Ensure clear separation between the treated band and seed.

 ■ Use a minimum sowing depth of 3 cm

 ■ Deeper sowing may be beneficial in lighter soils

 ■ Large stubble loads can have an impact on seeding depth and should be reduced 
well ahead of planting

 Check the  
forecast

Moderate rain both before and after sowing is ideal.

 ■ Ideally apply Luximax when at least 10 mm of rain is expected within 7-10 days of 
application

 ■ Don’t spray when heavy rain is forecast within 3 days or the soil is already 
waterlogged

Sow as early as possible in the window Sow as early as possible in the window
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